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ABSTRACT

To investigate the impacts of solar radiation on tropical cyclone (TC) warm-core structure (i.e., the magnitude and height),
a pair of idealized simulations are conducted by specifyingdifferent strengths of solar shortwave radiation. It is found that
the TC warm core is highly sensitive to the shortwave radiative effect. For the nighttime storm, a tendency for a more intense
warm core is found, with an elevated height compared to its daytime counterpart. As pointed out by previous studies, the
radiative cooling during nighttime destabilizes the localand large-scale environment and thus promotes deep moist convec-
tion, which enhances the TC’s intensity. Due to the different inertial stabilities, the diabatic heating in the eyewallwill force
different secondary circulations. For a strong TC with a deeper vertical structure, this promotes a thin upper-level inflow
layer. This inflow carries the lower stratospheric air with high potential temperature and descends adiabatically in the eye,
resulting in significant upper-level warming. The Sawyer–Eliassen diagnosis further confirms that the height of the maximum
temperature anomaly is likely attributable to the balance among the forced secondary circulations.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the warm core is a prominent feature
of tropical cyclones (TCs). For a typical cyclone, its primary
circulation (tangential wind) decreases with altitude. Hence,
to satisfy the thermal wind balance relationship, it is required
that the temperature weakens with the radius (Willoughby,
1990). The result is the so-called TC warm core. The char-
acteristics of the warm core (i.e., the magnitude and altitude)
are closely linked to TC intensity and structure. For instance,
the higher the altitude of the peak warming, the lower the sur-
face pressure and thus the more intense the TC is. Previous
studies (Hawkins and Rubsam, 1968; Hawkins and Imbe-
mbo, 1976; Emanuel, 1986; Chen and Zhang, 2013) have
found that the height of the maximum warm core usually oc-
curs in the upper levels, such as 200–300 hPa. Interestingly,
Stern and Nolan (2012) examined the structure of simulated
TCs, and found that the warm core generally maximized in
the mid-troposphere (i.e.,z = 5–6 km,z stands for height),
which was in contrast to the widely held view that this occurs
in the upper troposphere. The recent observational study by
Durden (2013) revealed that the altitude of the warm core
shows large variability. That is, the warm core may occur
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anywhere between 700 and 200 hPa, and in some cases may
even have multiple centers. Hence, there is debate surround-
ing the characteristics of the TC warm core, which encour-
ages us to investigate the possible processes responsible for
the structure of the TC warm core.

Numerous investigators (Webster and Stephens, 1980;
Tao et al., 1996; Dai, 2001; Nesbitt and Zipser, 2003) have
examined the impacts of the diurnal variation of solar radi-
ation on the tropical climate system. Possible mechanisms
have been put forward regarding the roles of solar variation
in modulating tropical convection. Recent numerical stud-
ies (Ge et al., 2014; Melhauser and Zhang, 2014) point out
that the environmental stability and deep moist convection
are substantially modulated by the diurnal variation of radia-
tion. The radiative cooling during nighttime destabilizesthe
local and large-scale environment and thus promotes deep
moist convection, which enhances TC intensity. However,
these studies mainly focused on the early stage of TC devel-
opment, and the impacts of the diurnal variation of radiation
on TC warm-core structure remain less clear. In the present
study, the primary purpose is to demonstrate the potential im-
pacts of solar radiation on the structure of the TC warm core.

The remainder of the paper is organized as the follows.
In section 2, the characteristics of the TC warm core (i.e., the
height and intensity) are discussed. Possible physical inter-
pretations are presented in section 3. The results of sensitiv-
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ity tests using different model schemes are presented in sec-
tion 4. And finally, a short summary and further discussion is
given in section 5.

2. Preliminary results

In our previous study (Ge et al., 2014), the impacts of the
diurnal cycle of radiation on TC development and size were
examined. Three idealized experiments were conducted by
specifying different levels of solar radiation. In the control
experiment (CTL), the TC developed with a full diurnal cy-
cle of solar radiation. In the sensitivity experiments, thesolar
radiation was either excluded or artificially extreme. Specif-
ically, shortwave solar radiation was excluded in the NIGHT
experiment, whereas it was strongest in the DAY experiment.
Further details, including a description of the model and the
design of the experiments can be found in the paper (Ge et
al., 2014). In the present companion study, the primary goal
is to understand the possible mechanisms accounting for the
structure of the TC warm core.

The simulations showed salient differences in TC devel-
opment and size, especially between NIGHT and DAY. The
storm in CTL bore many similarities as that in NIGHT. To
emphasize the discrepancies, the NIGHT and DAY results in
particular are further compared in the present study. Figure
1 displays the evolution of the intensity (represented by the
central minimum sea level pressure, MSLP) in NIGHT and
DAY, respectively. The weak vortices eventually develop into
stronger TCs in both experiments, although there are marked
differences in terms of the intensification rate. The NIGHT
(DAY) simulation exhibits a faster (slower) intensification
rate. For instance, in NIGHT, the MSLP starts to fall rapidly
shortly aftert = 36 h, which is nearly 24 hours earlier than
in DAY. This suggests that, under the identical initial envi-
ronmental conditions, the timing of rapid intensification (RI)
varies with different radiative effects. Specifically, theTC is
likely to develop quicker during nighttime than daytime. The
possible mechanisms involved in the influence of solar radi-
ation on TC intensification have been discussed in previous
studies (Ge et al., 2014; Melhauser and Zhang, 2014).

Figure 2 compares the azimuthally averaged radial cir-
culations and temperature perturbations during the mature
stage. In this study, the temperature averaged within a par-
ticular annulus (i.e., the radius between 600 and 700 km)
is taken as the environmental value, and thus the deviation
from this value reflects the characteristics of the TC warm
core. Importantly, when the potential temperature is used
to calculate the perturbation, the features of the warm core
are qualitatively similar. Hence, the perturbation tempera-
ture is selected to represent the behavior of the warm core in
the following sections. Generally, in the upper outflow layer,
the warming spreads outward more radially. Obviously, there
are pronounced differences in the warm-core areas between
NIGHT and DAY. In NIGHT, the peak of the warm core is
located at the same level as the outflow layer. However, in
DAY, the height of peak warming is much lower than the out-

flow layer. More specifically, the height of the warm core in
NIGHT is z= 12–14 km, which is much higher than that in
the DAY storm (i.e.,z= 6–8 km). Furthermore, the magni-
tude is approximately 16◦C in NIGHT, which is also greater
than its counterpart (12◦C).

The structural difference of the warm core is dynami-
cally consistent with the intensity changes. According to the

Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of tropical cyclone intensity repre-
sented by the minimum sea level pressure (MSLP, units: hPa).

Fig. 2. The azimuthal mean of the warm core (shading; units:
◦C) and radial flows (contours; units: m s−1) at t = 120 h in the
(a) NIGHT and (b) DAY simulation, respectively.
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hydrostatic balance relationship, the surface pressure deficit
can be derived as follows:

∆Ps = −
Ps

Tv(Ps)

∫ PT

Ps

∆Tv

P
dP , (1)

here∆Ps is the pressure difference between the TC center and
the environment,Tv is the virtual temperature,PT is the pres-
sure at the top of the troposphere, and other symbols are tra-
ditional meteorological variables. It can be inferred fromEq.
(1), due to the “dP/P” effect, the surface pressure will be
lower if the warming anomaly is highly elevated. This agrees
with the fact that the NIGHT storm has a much lower MSLP
compared with the DAY storm.

Besides the differences in the magnitude and height of
maximum perturbation temperature, the areal coverage of the
warm core shows remarkable dissimilarities. For instance,
the radial extension of the warm core in NIGHT is much
wider than that in DAY, which is consistent with the fact that
the former is large in size, as shown in Ge et al. (2014). For
a typical TC, there is a lower (upper)-level radial inflow (out-
flow), and the updraft arises in the eyewall region. The max-
imum speed of the upper-level outflow jet exceeds 25 m s−1

in NIGHT, which is much faster than in DAY (∼ 20 m s−1).
Consequently, the boundary inflow layer is slightly deeper in
NIGHT, indicating a robust inward mass flux convergence,
and thus helps the TC spin up. Accompanied by the strong
in-up-out secondary circulation, the diabatic heating in the
TC inner-core area is greatly enhanced in NIGHT.

To gain perspective on the variation of the warm core, Fig.
3 presents the time–vertical cross sections of the perturbation
temperature averaged within the eye region (i.e., within a ra-
dius of 30 km). In both NIGHT and DAY, during the initially
slow intensification period (prior tot = 48 h), there are very
few temperature perturbations. Accompanied by the period
of rapid intensification, pronounced warm temperature devi-
ations are established in the middle levels (z= 6–8 km). For
the NIGHT storm, aftert = 72 h, a second warm core occurs
in the upper troposphere (i.e.,z = 12–16 km). During the
following short period (t = 72–84 h), two discrete warming
centers appear atz= 6–8 and 12–16 km, respectively. The
upper-level one further intensifies and becomes the dominant
one. Eventually, it exhibits a single upper warm-core struc-
ture. Note that this upper-level entity shows a slow downward
displacement with time. In DAY, the peak warming center re-
mains at an essentially constant height (aboutz= 8 km), and
does not elevate very much during the whole integration.

Numerous studies (Emanuel, 1986; Holland, 1997;
Braun, 2002; Knaff et al., 2004; Halverson et al., 2006;
Powell et al., 2009; Chen and Zhang, 2013) have suggested
that the upper-tropospheric warm core is a common char-
acteristic of TCs. In the present study, the NIGHT storm
has an upper-tropospheric warm core (z= 14 km), which is
consistent with this widely believed viewpoint. However, in
DAY, the maximum warm core occurs in the mid-troposphere
(z = 8 km), which is similar to the findings of Stern and
Nolan (2012). Given the different structure of the warm core

Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of the vertical profile of the warm
core (units:◦C) in the (a) NIGHT and (b) DAY simulation, re-
spectively. The warm core is represented by the temperature
perturbation averaged within the radius of 30 km.

between NIGHT and DAY, the question arises as to what
causes such discrepancies. In the following section, closer
examination is made to disclose the possible mechanisms in-
volved.

3. Physical interpretations

To understand the formation of the TC warm core, the
budget of potential temperature was calculated. The budget
of azimuthal mean̄θ is shown as the following equation:

∂ θ̄
∂ t

= HADV +VADV +DHT+DIFF , (2)

where HADV{−ū(∂ θ̄/∂ r)−(1/r)[∂ (ru′θ ′)/∂ r]}and VADV
{−w(∂ θ̄/∂z) − [∂ (w′θ ′)/∂z)]} are the tendencies due to
horizontal and vertical advection; DHT is diabatic heating
rate; and DIFF is the tendency due to turbulence, dissipative
heating, and horizontal diffusion. In the above definitions,
the overbars and primes represent the azimuthal mean and
the deviation from the azimuthal mean, respectively. In this
study, DIFF is neglected since it is usually small in the free
atmosphere (Ohno and Satoh, 2014). These tendencies were
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calculated during the period between 84 h and 96 h. Figure
4 shows the radius–height cross sections of the azimuthal
mean fields of the selected budget terms. It is apparent that
the mean vertical advective tendency is mainly offset by the
adiabatic cooling, but the residual leads to a warming around
the eyewall. Of particular interest is that, in NIGHT, a sig-
nificant positive tendency occurs near the height of 14 km,
which is largely dominated by the horizontal advection. In
contrast, there is a mid-level warming signal in DAY, but no
significant tendency in the upper levels. This budget explains
well the different structures of the warm core.

Numerous studies (Schubert and Hack, 1982; Hack and
Schubert, 1986; Nolan et al., 2007) have suggested that the
diabatic heating in the eyewall will force a secondary circula-
tion. That is, the updraft coincides with the heating, and com-
pensating subsidence appears on either side of the heating.
These studies may explain the formation of mid-tropospheric
warm cores. However, it is difficult to apply this explanation
to upper-level warming via the aforementioned mechanisms,
since there is little diabatic heating in the upper troposphere
(i.e., abovez= 14 km). The results here suggest that upper-
level horizontal advection likely plays an important role in the
formation of upper level warm cores, and thus further studies
are needed.

Chen and Zhang (2013) proposed that the formation of

the upper-level warm core is attributable to deep convec-
tive cells, such as vortical hot towers (“VHTs”). This mo-
tivates us to investigate the convective activity in the TC
inner region. Previous studies (Ge et al., 2014; Melhauser
and Zhang, 2014) have suggested that TC convective activ-
ity is highly sensitive to solar radiative effects. That is,the
diurnal solar radiation can considerably modulate the pre-
genesis environmental conditions and thus the behavior of
moist convection. In general, nighttime destabilization of the
local and large-scale environment through radiative cooling
may promote deep moist convection and increase the gene-
sis potential. On the contrary, daytime solar radiation will
enhance the static stability and thus suppress convection.To
this end, the statistics of convective activity in the innerarea
are compared. Figure 5 displays the temporal evolution of
the vertical distribution of grid points of deep convection.
The numbers of strong updrafts within a radius of 100 km
at each level are calculated. Here, vertical velocity greater
than 2 m s−1 is considered as a strong updraft. Although the
threshold of 2 m s−1 is somewhat arbitrary, it is true that the
areal percentage of updrafts greater than this value is quiet
small, and the conclusion is qualitatively similar as long as
the threshold is larger than 1.5 m s−1. Obviously, deep con-
vection is much stronger in NIGHT during the whole model
integration. Specifically, in NIGHT, the number is generally

Fig. 4. Radius–height cross sections of the azimuthal mean fields ofselected budget terms (units: 1×10−4 K
s−1): (a, e) diabatic heating (DHT); (b, f) vertical advection (VADV); (c, g) horizontal advection (HAVD); (d,
h) the sum of the previous three terms. Panels (a–d) are for NIGHT and (e–h) for DAY.
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of the vertical distribution of the
numbers of grid points with vertical velocity greater than 2m
s−1 in the (a) NIGHT and (b) DAY simulation.

larger than 250 aftert = 96 h, whereas it seldom reaches 250
in DAY. This indicates that the convective activity is more ac-
tive in NIGHT. Along with the increase of the updrafts, the
warm core becomes more prominent.

To also gain insight into the relationship between the
warm core and the inner-core convection, Figs. 6–7 com-
pare snapshots of 200 hPa vertical motion and temperature
tendency in NIGHT and DAY, respectively. Following Chen
and Zhang (2013), the temperature tendency is defined as the
temperature difference:∆T = Ti+1−Ti , wherei indicates the
model output at theith time step (time interval: 15 min). Con-
vective bursts (CBs) occur frequently in the inner core (i.e.,
within radius = 100 km). Generally, the CB band is con-
ducive to cyclonic movement as the storm intensifies, and be-
comes more symmetric over time. Note that the areal cover-
age of the updraft is significant larger in NIGHT, which also
coincides with pronounced positive temperature tendencies.
The updraft core coincides with the maximum temperature
tendency, suggesting that the CB plays an important role in
the formation of the warm core. This result agrees well with
Chen and Zhang (2013). Furthermore, the significant warm-
ing is likely attributable to the subsidence associated with the
updrafts that penetrate into the upper troposphere (Holland et
al., 1984; Heymsfield et al., 2001; Chen and Zhang, 2013).
Since there is little diabatic heating within the eye, the col-
lective effect of intense downdrafts should play an essential
role. Chen and Zhang (2013) revealed that an upper inflow

layer, residing just above the upper outflow channel, plays a
substantial role in the establishment of the upper warm core.
This inflow layer, located above the outflow layer, will effec-
tively carry the higher potential temperature (θ̄ ) air into the
TC eye, where it descends adiabatically and isentropicallyto
induce significant warming. To test this hypothesis, Fig. 8
compares the height–radius cross section of potential tem-
perature, vertical velocity, and radial inflow in NIGHT and
DAY, separately. Notice that the surfaces ofθ̄ in both cases
are displaced downward in the inner-core region. The differ-
ences in the downward displacement suggest different locally
static stabilities in the eye. Another salient feature is that
a strong inflow layer is located nearz = 18 km in NIGHT.
In contrast, accompanied by a much weaker upper-level in-
flow, the upper-level warming is insignificant in DAY. The
results suggest that the upper-level radial inflow layer likely
plays an important role in upper-level warming, since the al-
titude of the warm core is attributable to the strength of the
upper-level inflow. It is hypothesized that, while lower strato-
spheric air moves inward radially along the isentropic sur-
face, the adiabatic descent may result in a warming therein.
Chen and Zhang (2013) argued that this thin radial inflow
layer is likely induced by the mass sink and lower pressure
in the eye. To further determine the possible mechanism for
this upper inflow layer, the Sawyer–Eliassen (SE) diagnosis
is applied here to solve the forced problem. The SE equa-
tion in the radius-pseudoheight coordinates (Hendricks and
Montgomery, 2004) can be written as

∂
∂ r

(

A
r

∂ψ
∂ r

+
B
r

∂ψ
∂Z

)

+
∂

∂Z

(

C
r

∂ψ
∂Z

+
B
r

∂ψ
∂ r

)

= −
∂ (ξ F)

∂Z
+

∂Q
∂ r

, (3)

where the parameters are defined asA = N2 = (g/θ0)(∂θ/

∂Z), static stability;B = −ξ (∂Vt/∂Z), barocilinicity; and
C = ξη , inertial stability. Other symbols are traditional vari-
ables, and further details can be found in Hendricks and
Montgomery (2004). On the right-hand side of Eq. (3), there
is momentum and heating forcing, respectively. In the present
study, the diabatic heating contributed by cloud microphysics
is directly from the model output, and only its axisymmetric
component (Q) is considered.

Figure 9 displays the radial cross sections of azimuthal
mean inertial stability, tangential wind, diabatic heating, and
the forced mass streamfunction of secondary circulation. Fig-
ures 9a and b compare the tangential wind and the associated
inertial stability in NIGHT and DAY, respectively. It is ob-
vious that, compared with the DAY storm, the NIGHT storm
has a vertically deeper structure in which the top extends to
higher altitude, indicating a greater inertial stability in the in-
ner area. Given the different inertial stabilities, the change
in the local Rossby deformation radius will lead to different
extensions of the response to the forcing. Schubert and Hack
(1982) pointed out that, for a given heating forcing, an in-
crease in inertial stability results in a decrease in the forced
secondary circulation and thus a change in the radial distri-
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Fig. 6. Snapshots of 200 hPa vertical motion (contours; m s−1) and temperature tendency (shading, units:
K s−1) in the NIGHT simulation att = (a) 60 h, (b) 66 h, (c) 72 h, (d) 78 h, (e) 84 h, and (f) 90 h.

bution of local temperature, with enhanced temperature ten-
dency in the region of high inertial stability. Figures 9c and d
compare the radial vertical cross section of the mass stream-
function of the secondary circulation forced by the diabatic
heating. In general, the maximum mass streamfunction is lo-
cated just outside the eyewall at the 10 km height, and the
minimum exists inside the eyewall. This pattern is consistent
with the typical in-up-out secondary circulation, with theup-

draft at the location of the diabatic heating. The minimum
center inside the heating suggests that descending motion ap-
pears in the eye. Note the remarkable differences in the mass
streamfunctions in the two cases. That is, the amplitude is
much more significant in NIGHT. As such, the strong hor-
izontal gradient of mass streamfunction results in more ro-
bust downward flow in the eye. Furthermore, the minimum
streamfunction extends outward at the upper level (i.e.,z= 15
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Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 6, except in the DAY simulation att = (a) 72 h, (b) 78 h, (c) 84 h, (d) 90 h, (e) 96 h,
and (f) 102 h.

km) in NIGHT. This suggests a positive vertical gradient in
the inner-core area, just above 15 km. As a result, an upper-
level inflow appears therein, as shown in Fig. 8. This result
confirms that the upper-level inflow is forced by the TC di-
abatic heating. Ohno and Satoh (2014) proposed that upper-
level subsidence is closely associated with TC structure. For
instance, the upper-level subsidence is enhanced in the eye

when the vortex is sufficiently tall to penetrate the statically
stable stratosphere. It can be deduced that the height of the
maximum temperature anomaly is largely attributable to the
balance among forced secondary circulations. In this regard,
since the NIGHT storm has both a stronger intensity and dia-
batic heating source, the greater inertial stability may extend
the response to the heating to the upper troposphere and cause
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Fig. 8. Height–radius cross section of potential temperature (dark solid lines, units: K), vertical velocity
(green dashed lines; negatives are plotted with intervals of 0.1 m s−1), and radial inflows (red dashed
lines; negatives are plotted with intervals of−0.5 m s−1) at t = 96 h in the (a) NIGHT and (b) DAY
simulation, respectively.

upper-level adiabatic warming.

4. Sensitivity to model schemes
In this section, the results of sensitivity experiments are

used to examine the robustness of the above results. A se-
ries of experiments with different model schemes were con-
ducted. The details are listed in Table 1. For the bound-
ary layer scheme, the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary
boundary layer (Hong et al., 2006) and Mellor–Yamada–
Janjic (MYJ; Mellor and Yamada, 1982) schemes are com-
monly used for the Advanced Research Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRFARW) model. In the control run,
the YSU scheme was applied, and the MYJ scheme was ex-
amined in EXP1D/N (D/N represents the DAY and NIGHT
scenario, respectively). In EXP2D/N, the single-moment 6-
class (WSM-6) microphysics scheme (Hong and Lim, 2006)
was used to compare with the Lin et al. (1983) scheme in the
benchmark run. Furthermore, the Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model (RRTM) longwave (Mlawer et al., 1997) parameteri-
zation scheme was applied in EXP3D/N.

The results show that the storm intensifies more rapidly
in the NIGHT scenario for all the sensitivity experiments (not
shown), which agrees well with Ge et al. (2014). Note that the
warm-core structures show salient differences. That is, ac-
companied by the more intense TC in NIGHT, an upper-level
warm core emanates, whereas only a mid-tropospheric entity
emerges in its counterpart. Figure 10 shows the horizontal–

Table 1. List of sensitivity experiments. See the text (section 4) for
the definitions of the abbreviations.

Experiment Microphysics Boundary layer Radiation

DAY/NIGHT Lin et al. (1983) YSU scheme Dudhia
EXP1 D/N Lin et al. (1983) MYJ scheme Dudhia
EXP2 D/N WSM6 (Hong and Lim,

2006)
YSU scheme Dudhia

EXP3 D/N Lin et al. (1983) YSU scheme RRTM

vertical cross sections of temperature perturbations in the
sensitivity experiments. It is clear that there is a distinctly
higher warm core in NIGHT than in DAY, indicating that the
results are robust and not sensitive to the different model con-
figurations.

5. Conclusion

The sensitivity of TC warm-core structure to shortwave
radiation was examined by conducting highly idealized ex-
periments. It was found that solar radiation not only impacts
on TC intensification, but also on the warm-core structure.
In the NIGHT experiment, which excluded solar radiation,
the TC favored the establishment of a significant warm core
at higher altitude. Previous studies suggest that significant
convective activity in the inner-core region is an important
ingredient in the generation of an upper-level warm core. In
the present study, Sawyer–Eliassen diagnosis further suggests
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Fig. 9. Radial vertical cross sections of the tangential wind (contours, units: m s−1) and inertial stability
(shading) in the (a) NIGHT and (b) DAY simulation. Panels (c,d) are the same as (a, b), but for the
mass streamfunction (contours) and diabatic heating forcing (shading, units: K h−1) in the (c) NIGHT
and (d) DAY simulation. The dashed lines in (c) and (d) are potential temperature (K). The vectors in
(c, d) are the forced radial circulations.

that the height of the maximum temperature anomaly is likely
attributable to the balance among forced secondary circula-
tions. It is proposed that strong CBs lead to strong diabatic
heating and thus favor a more intense TC with larger inertial
stability. As a result, the forced secondary circulation pro-
motes a thin upper-level inflow layer. This radial inflow will
effectively carry the lower-stratospheric air with high poten-
tial temperature and descend adiabatically in the eye, result-

ing in significant upper-level warming.
Admittedly, the results are only based on highly ideal-

ized numerical simulations, since the radiation is artificially
extreme. Solar radiation modulates the static stability and
thus influences the convective activity, which affects TC in-
tensity and structure. The response to the diabatic heatingis
sensitive to the vortex structure. With different inertialsta-
bility, the diabatic heating in the eyewall will force different
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Fig. 10. Horizontal–vertical cross sections of the temperature perturbations (units: K) in the sensitivity ex-
periments att = 96 h: (a) EXP1D; (b) EXP1N; (c) EXP2D; (d) EXP2N; (e) EXP3D; (f) EXP3 N. For
an explanation of the different experiment types, see the text (section 4). The x-axis represents the east-west
cross section across the TC center (units: km).

secondary circulations, resulting in a large variability of TC
warm-core structure. By this reasoning, the conclusion here
may represent the scenario for TCs with different intensity
and structure. For instance, under favorable environmental
conditions, strong CBs likely favor a stronger TC and thus a
preferred upper-level warm core. In contrast, weak convec-

tive activity in the TC inner-core area may lead to a much
lower entity. Moreover, in the current model configuration,
TCs develop under the most favorable environmental condi-
tions (i.e., no mean flows). In reality, a TC is also highly
dependent on the underlying oceanic state, the large-scaleen-
vironment, and storm-scale dynamics (Wu et al., 2011; Ge et
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al., 2013; Liang et al., 2014). Hence, more sensitivity ex-
periments involving complex environmental flows should be
conducted in the future.
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